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What is the problem?

What are we interested in?

What did we do?

The Accident and Emergency (A&E)
Department is a part of the hospital
where critically ill patients are seen
quickly by doctors. In this department,
nurses use charts to manually record
patients’ vital signs (heart rate, blood
pressure, oxygen saturations, respiratory
rate) and to keep a close eye on their
condition. However, written charts are
prone to human errors, in recording or
reading. As a result, clinical deterioration
often goes undetected and this can
have serious consequences for the
patients’ care.

Some hospitals currently use software to carry
out continuous electronic recording of patients’
vital signs. This exciting innovation constitutes the
recording of real time vital signs with or without
integration with previous health records, calculation
of a warning score, and generation of an alert if
a patient’s condition deteriorates. This enables health
care professions to better monitor patients and make
the best treatment decisions. This technology has
been trialled in multiple settings, such as pre-hospital
transfers and general wards.

52 patients were recruited for the study.
We included patients with medical conditions
of rapid onset, those with traumatic injuries
(those resulting from an accident), those who
need sedation (procedural sedation as part of
their treatment) or rapid sequence induction
(inserting a breathing tube down one’s windpipe
for airway protection). A laptop with the software
installed was connected to the patients’ monitors
and all vital signs were recorded every second
(see Figure 1). Nurses also recorded data as they
would routinely do and we compared the ixTrend
Express data with the nurses’ charts, using a
statistical program called R.

We wanted to demonstrate the feasibility of
recording continuous electronic vital signs in the A&E
using a software called ixTrend Express. We also want
to know if the electronic readings are different from
those charted by nurses.
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of waveforms recorded by ixTrend Express.

What did we find?

What does this mean?

Who am I?

28 males and 24 females presented to the
Emergency Department with the majority
of them falling into the age group of
51 – 70 years old. We built two models
to compare 6 vital signs recorded by the
software and nursing staff. The first model
demonstrated that the difference between
vital signs recorded by the software and
nursing staff remained constant over time.
The second model showed that nursing
and electronic readings did not differ
significantly from each other (see Figure 2).

Our study showed that the electronic data was in
agreement with the nursing documentation and is
equally safe for usage in clinical settings. We also
showed that the software was more likely to detect
fluctuations in trends. This is especially important
because patients in the A&E are at risk of deteriorating
and picking up these changes enable clinicians to
trigger meaningful interventions. The data collected
from the software can also be stored and reviewed
for future research purposes. With these additional
benefits from using electronic recordings, we believe
that A&E departments should adopt the use of these
softwares for more effective care.

I am a 4th year medical student from the
University of Glasgow and I have recently
completed my Intercalated degree in Critical
Care and Perioperative Medicine. I undertook
this Medical Research Scotland Vacation
Scholarship in June 2018 under the supervision
of Dr David J Lowe, which allowed me to
work alongside experts in research at the
Queen Elizabeth University Hospital Emergency
Department and learn coding language from
knowledgeable data scientists. I am looking to
pursue a research career in Anaesthetics after
completing a PhD.

Figure 2 Difference between electronic (Elec) and nurses’ recorded (Nursing)
oxygen saturation readings.
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